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Outsunny 2.7m Garden Banana Parasol Cantilever Umbrella with Crank Handle Double Tier
Canopy and Cross Base for Outdoor Hanging Sun Shade Beige

  View Product 

 Code : 84D-187BG

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£164.99

£109.99 / exc vat
£131.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

OVERHANGING DESIGN: The cantilever parasol with
base included can be placed next to your dining table
chairs seating sets and more to provide shade without
getting in the way.
OFFSET CANTILEVER UMBRELLA: This dark blue
square offset cantilever umbrella can cover large patio
furniture that doesn't have a hole to mount a standard
umbrella to. Use it to cover outdoor sectionals pool lounge
chairs or patio dining sets to provide comfortable shade
even in difficult situations.
DOUBLE-TIER CANOPY: Small top vent allows air to
pass through the bottom to the outside helping to prevent
the canopy from overturning.
CROSS BASE INCLUDED: A tough steel structure for
extra strength. Minimum 14kg weights still required to
stand steady. Outsunny garden parasol with base
included is recommended. Do not leave standing in heavy
weather.
DIMENSIONS: 2.65H x 2.67cm. Pole Size: 48mm.
ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.
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